Abstract. With the recent immersion of advanced mobile devices in the daily lives of millions, pervasive computing is becoming a reality. Developing pervasive software systems is inherently difficult as it requires to deal with heterogeneous infrastructure besides peer-to-peer communication and device mobility. Thus, programming support for such applications must provide loose coupling between different participants, as well as loose coupling between applications and communication protocols. Event-based programming provides an appealing paradigm to decouple participants, however many event-based systems and languages have hardwired communication protocols, which limits their adaptability to heterogeneous deployment environments. In this paper we address this issue by abstracting the context in which events are created and handled, including protocols used to convey, compose, and consume these events. More precisely, we propose to extend an event-based programming model with context aspects -conspects for short. We demonstrate the elegant usage of conspects through several examples based on their implementation in EventJava and illustrate how they allow to modularize event-based pervasive software. We also provide a thorough empirical investigation of the performance overheads and benefits of conspects, including the costs of weaving them dynamically. Through empirical evaluations, we assess the benefits of conspects for switching protocols without any changes to the base applications through three case studies with EventJava. The three studies are (1) a tornado monitoring system deployed on different architectures ranging from desktop x86 to embedded LEON3, (2) a mobile social networking suite with protocols for different scenarios, and (3) the introduction of a novel adaptive communication protocol in our mobile social network suite as well as in a novel robotic swarm application.
Introduction
Distributed applications are inherently hard to program, requiring developers to walk a thin line between dealing with specifics of the targeted distributed environment and creating generic and reusable components. These concerns are exacerbated in pervasive systems which need to deal with mobility or wireless communication.
Software specialization concerns in distributed systems, however, can be mitigated through the use of adequate abstractions. For example architectural patterns such as publish/subscribe or programming languages [17, 22] centered around explicit events yield a higher-level model of the underlying messagepassing infrastructure, abstracting data representation and communication properties. By communicating indirectly via production/consumption of event notifications, event-based components can remain largely decoupled, separating communication from computation. More recently, there has been increased interest in raising the level of abstraction by reasoning in terms of complex events composed from simpler ones. Several programming languages have thus been extended for event correlation [3, 11, 16, 23, 29, 44, 51] . A closely related paradigm is stream processing, which allows components to operate over specific sequences of events [50] .
Unfortunately, current languages which support complex events do not provide adequate abstraction from underlying distributed communication protocols, thereby being tied to a specific environment or infrastructure by caveat. As an example, consider events being correlated in a pervasive system. To perform simple time-or order -based correlationà-la e 1 < e 2 on two events e 1 and e 2 where the former must proceed the latter, clearly some form of timestamps are required. Even in the absence of explicit operators for order-based correlation, several distributed correlation languages have recently turned to models based on order of event occurrence or reception [44, 51] , which requires some form of timestamps. Yet, depending on the underlying infrastructure, clocks may be only weakly synchronized across nodes, or not at all, making logical clocks such as Lamport clocks [35] or vector clocks [36] necessary. This in turn affects the underlying communication protocols as these rely on such information to ensure temporal constraints. The choice of protocol is, thus, dictated by the deployment environment. Similarly, many distributed applications involving mobile clients are nowadays developed with an inherent notion of locality based on positioning mechanisms (e.g., GPS, Galileo, RFID). Location-based publish/subscribe [15, 19, 37] is a corresponding event-based programming model, where event publications and subscriptions can be parametrized by absolute (coordinates) and relative (range) spatial criteria. The exact representation and handling of positioning information will however strongly depend on the technology at hand.
It is thus desirable to abstract time, space, and other properties commonly associated with events such as authenticity, history, or certainty by a notion of event context to further separate the design and implementation of corresponding issues from the base logic of software components. Event contexts are instantiated upon event production and considered throughout event propagation, correlation, and handling. Any of these stages may involve the execution of context-specific code, making contexts a cross-cutting concern which can be modeled as domain-specific aspects [34] . Together with specific join points for event production or event consumption such aspects can provide a concise mechanism to define contextual information carried with events, guiding the application of protocols through advice.
This paper addresses the problem of modular context representation and handling in object-oriented programming languages with support for explicit events. After illustrating that the design of event contexts is a crosscutting concern through real-world examples, this paper makes the following technical contributions:
1. The design of domain-specific context aspects -conspects for short -to modularize the implementation of event contexts. Our design is general, allowing any language with explicit events-based constructs to be extended to support conspects. 2. An implementation of conspects in EventJava [16] on two architectures including an embedded system with a real-time Java virtual machine. 3. A baseline empirical evaluation of EventJava with conspects, conveying the benefits of explicit support for events as well as the overhead of post-compile time conspect weaving. 4. An empirical evaluation with three case studies, including (a) an event-based tornado monitoring application and (b) a software suite for mobile social networking, to demonstrate the performance benefits of using contexts to select event dissemination protocols. We further report on (c) the introduction of a novel adaptive communication protocol into two applications -our mobile social networking suite as well as a robotic swarm application for oil spill purging.
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents background on events and contexts. Section 3 outlines features of conspects. Section 4 illustrates the use of conspects. Section 5 discusses their implementation in EventJava. Section 6 presents our baseline empirical evaluation. Sections 7-9 present our case studies. Section 10 presents related work and Section 11 concludes with final remarks.
Background and Motivation
In this section we outline the core abstractions for distributed event-based programming in EventJava [16] . We illustrate the need for specific support for event context through a tornado monitoring application, in which several natural events are measured in order to produce a valid representation of ongoing weather conditions. Horizontal wind velocity and cloud motion are examples of such events. They are used to derive different indicators, one of which is Storm Relative Helicity (SRH) [46] . The application is further analyzed in Section 7.
Event Methods
An application event type is implicitly defined in EventJava by declaring an event method, a special kind of asynchronous instance-level method. This is similar to other object-oriented programming languages with explicit support for events (e.g., Join Java [29] , Cω [3] , SCHOOL [11] ). To make this more concrete, Figure 1 outlines the processing of events from production to consumption at runtime. Event definitions and production. The arguments of an event method correspond to the attributes of that event type. For example, the signature hVelocity (float vel, float alt, long time) defines the type of horizontal wind velocity events. The types of event attributes (event method arguments) are restricted to either: a) primitive or serializable types or b) remote references, to ensure that they can be passed over the network. In fact one of the advantages of language support for events is that the compiler can generate effective application-specific code for (de-)serialization of events sent across the network. These compiler-generated components are represented by a dark tone in Figure 1 . An event method declaration is preceded by the event keyword, which differentiates between a regular, synchronous, method with void return type and an asynchronous event method. The TornadoMonitor interface illustrates this notion through two events, i.e., hVelocity and cMotion:
interface TornadoMonitor { event hVelocity(float vel, float alt, long time); event cMotion(float mtn, float alt, long time); } EventJava supports the notification of an event to an individual object (unicast, 1-to-1) simply by invocation of the corresponding event method on that object. For example, a horizontal wind velocity event can be notified to an instance m of TornadoMonitor simply through the notation m.hVelocity(...). Invokers are not blocked upon event method invocation but proceed asynchronously.
EventJava further supports implicit multicast (1-to-many) interaction by reusing the notation from static methods. For example TornadoMonitor.hVelocity (...) dispatches the event to all objects conforming to TornadoMonitor (and subtypes) within confines specified at construction of respective objects. Destinations of a multicast event receive distinct copies of all event attributes.
The same kind of multicast call can be made on any class C implementing TornadoMonitor, limiting the event to all instances of C and its sub-classes. While EventJava supports more explicitly closed multicast groups or point-to-point (1-of -many) communication through specific proxies, we focus on the former multicast style for its brevity. Note that we use the term multi cast rather than broad cast, because the delivery of the event to a particular object will always be subject to any guards on that object as we will see shortly.
Event handling and composition. The easiest way to react to events is to implement respective events methods. Consider the class below:
The class allows to receive, individually, all events (cMotion and hVelocity) multicast as described above. The EventJava compiler emits event-specific code for deserialization and dispatching (cf. Figure 1 ), thus avoiding reflexive calls. In Java [27] , despite several improvements, these are still typically two times slower than static ones; if the method has to be looked up then the overhead is further multiplied by a factor of 10 [31] . We will illustrate this empirically in Section 6.
By enabling the handling of complex events rather than only individual events, application components can be simplified and repetitive or spurious coordination, composition, and communication can be further avoided. In the example, horizontal wind velocity and cloud motion can for instance be correlated to compute SRH. SRH measures, in part, the changing of directions of winds among various altitudes within a particular area relative to a storm. Class TornadoMonitorImpl2 below joins events of the two types defined in interface TornadoMonitor:
class TornadoMonitorImpl2 implements TornadoMonitor { event hVelocity(float vel, float alt, long time), cMotion(float mtn, float alt, long time) {...\ * reaction * \} } Such joins are expressed by comma-separated lists of event method headers. The method body, referred to simply as reaction, is thus "shared" among the event method headers. Note that EventJava allows a same class to handle several events together by joining them, but it can also handle them separately. In a reaction, we must prefix the event attribute names by the respective event method names, e.g., hVelocity.alt, cMotion.alt, when ambiguities can otherwise arise. There is no implicit matching on homonymous attributes across events.
Joins can of course be implemented by libraries [14] . Such libraries can however become quite clumsy especially in languages which do not support function pointers or comparable features. Even languages with such features or existing support for singleton events have seen the addition of syntax for joins (e.g., [48, 51, 44] ).
In EventJava, windows furthermore support the composition of several events of the same type or different ones in time. Such windows use an array-like syntax. As an example, the TornadoMonitorImpl3 class composes streams of events over a window size of 4 as follows:
class TornadoMonitorImpl3 implements TornadoMonitor { event hVelocity [4] (float vel, float alt, long time), cMotion [4] (float mtn, float alt, long time) {...} }
The attributes of an individual event can be indexed. For example, hVelocity [2] .vel or simply vel [2] represents the value of vel of the third instance of hVelocity (indices start at 0 just as in arrays). Event streams imply ordering, i.e., for both event types above
. EventJava provides additional support for limited return values, or synchronous event handling (not invocation) through an alternate queue keyword instead of event. These are not relevant for the following and are thus elided.
Event selection. EventJava not only supports the expression of which events are to be combined, but also how. This is achieved by the means of optional guards, defined by the when keyword, which restrict the set of applicable events. The absence of a guard is straightforwardly interpreted as when true. We can extend the TornadoMonitor2 example as follows class TornadoMonitorImpl4 implements TornadoMonitor { event hVelocity(float vel, float alt, long time), cMotion(float mtn, float alt, long time) when (hVelocity.time < cMotion.time) { float SRH = calculateSRH(vel, mtn); if (SRH >= 30 && SRH < 100) triggerAlert("Weak"); else if (SRH > =100 && SRH < 300) triggerAlert("Mild"); else if (SRH >= 300) triggerAlert("Strong"); } } to express a strategy consisting in reacting in three ways upon hVelocity events followed by cMotion events. A guard can use regular Java operators for boolean expressions, such as negation (!) or disjunction (||). The example is strongly simplified for presentation. For instance, timestamps would in addition have to be within some range of each other; windows are omitted here but can obviously be combined with guards.
Guards straightforwardly increase expressiveness, by allowing objects to describe more precisely which events and, especially combinations thereof, they are exactly interested in. This relieves programmers from implementing repetitive code for matching events and storing partial matches in order to correlate events and discard unwanted ones. Based on this observation several more recent join languages [23, 51, 44, 42] have been added guards. Besides being more tedious to express matching, simple local if... statements in reactions, besides having wellknown semantics which are different from those of guards or queries, make it harder for the compiler to extract correlation criteria and to generate confined filters that can be applied throughout a distributed system to filter out unwanted single and complex events early in support of scalability. En-route filtering is the cornerstone of content-based communication models such as content-based publish/subscribe [41, 22, 8] . In Section 6we will provide a simple demonstration of the scalability benefits of explicit guards or filters.
Of course guards can be trivially expressed as character strings following a query language such as that defined by the Java Message Service (JMS) [28] which is based on SQL. The lack of integration of such query languages with the programming language and thus compiler however makes it harder to statically check queries [53] . In addition, such languages can hardly support advanced features such as parametric guards [26] , where guards contain program variables whose values are propagated across the network whenever they change. A canonical example for parametric guards presented later is mobile social networking, where guards capture constraints based on the location of the object, which inherently changes as the user moves.
Event Contexts
In our tornado monitoring example, both horizontal velocities and cloud motion events are timestamped.
Time. The class TornadoMonitorImpl4 above assumed synchronized physical clocks when verifying that hVelocity occurs before cMotion. The problem with this class is that it mixes application logic with specifics of that one representation of time. It cannot be deployed when sensors do not have synchronized clocks which depends on deployment, communication protocols, make, model, etc.
Selecting the appropriate representation of time is an important and difficult task when developing distributed software. Relying on a too strong assumption (e.g., perfectly synchronized clocks) can lead to violating safety properties and thus to inconsistencies if the assumption does not hold in practice. For instance, processes can be suspected to have failed by some nodes but not by others. Inversely, an overly weak notion of time can lead to inefficient programs. Take the case of Lamport clocks [35] , a lightweight approximation of real time by logical time. Lamport clocks capture all actual causality relations among events, yet can lead to many false positives, i.e., events which are considered to be ordered while they are unrelated. When ordering events issued by different interacting processes based on a combination of Lamport clocks with unique process identifiers to break ties, an event from a given process p with timestamp l can only be handled by another process p once p has received events with larger timestamps than l from all processes with smaller process identifiers than p [49] . This is clearly an inefficient solution which can be somewhat improved in certain scenarios by more complex vector clocks [36] , but can be much more drastically improved if synchronized clocks can be assumed (e.g. using NTP [38] ) and/or the network is synchronous. Rewriting an application for every possible type of logical or physical time that might be encountered throughout testing and production deployments is clearly onerous, especially as different notions of time also will imply different protocols (e.g. multicast).
Problem characterization. Time is an intrinsic attribute of events, present from their creation, throughout their transmission, composition, and handling. But time is only an instance of a more general problem, namely that of defining the context of events. In modern mobile location-sensitive communication scenarios, the origin of an event may for instance be as relevant as its time of birth. As with time, such a space dimension can be physical (based on GPS, Galileo, RFID etc.) or logical (based on identifier of node, process, object, thread, class, etc.). Many more application-specific dimensions exist, such as authenticity (enforcing security policies by piggy-backing proofs), history (traces for debugging or audit), or certainty (confidence levels).
Even if some context dimensions can be specific to families of applications, it is desirable to separate contexts from base code as their exact implementations might vary across applications or deployments the same way they might be shared. Separation can be achieved to a certain degree through a library approach. However, such an approach does not allow to verify the consistent use of contexts. For instance, when correlating events of different types, these should have comparable contexts yet different production sites for the same event might use different contexts. Furthermore, a library approach leads to repetitive code for context creation and handling.
Consider Here hVelocity.x could be a PhysicalClock and cMotion.x a LogicalClock respectively. Such scenarios have to be detected as early as possible, given the complexity involved in pervasive distributed applications and debugging.
Aspects [34] intuitively present an appealing means to introduce an intermediate layer between language and libraries to balance the advantages of either. The features we strive for are more specialized than what a general-purpose aspect-oriented language like AspectJ [32] would provide. More precisely, our scenario is clearly more narrow but also more demanding as illustrated by the desire for eager context compatibility checks. To address these issues we propose in the following domain-specific aspects for modularizing the cross-cutting concern of event context creation and handling.
Context Aspects
This section outlines the design of conspects -context aspects for event-based distributed programming -through the tornado monitoring example.
Overview
We introduce first-class contexts, which resemble classes in that they can declare fields and methods. Fields represent the implicit attributes that are associated with events to which the given context applies. Methods are predicates that are used in guards, or are used for refactoring code in advice. Advice distinguish contexts from classes and come in four kinds, with specific join points for describing their use and manipulation in the creation and handling phases of the events they apply to. Contexts are also responsible for selecting protocols for the respective phases. We support single inheritance for contexts, and a unique context must exist for each event at every join point. When comparing two events during correlation, we require that contexts be compatible, i.e., that the context associated with the latter event must be of a subtype of the former event's context.
Context Fields and Methods
Contexts are first-class, just like classes. The first characteristic of these contexts are context-specific fields, representing contextual attributes of events. That is, event attributes/event method arguments presented in the previous section are separated into two types:
Explicit attributes denote application-defined event method arguments which typically vary for every event type. An example is the vel argument of the hVelocity events in the tornado monitoring application. Implicit attributes constitute the context of an event. We thus also refer to these simply as context attributes. The canonical example is time, as illustrated by the tornado monitoring example.
Typically, entire components or applications share the implicit attributes which are extracted into a context within deployments. Consider the following class:
class TornadoMonitorImpl5 { event hVelocity(float vel,float alt), cMotion(float mtn,float alt) when (hVelocity < cMotion) {...} } This class only contains the application logic to manipulate hVelocity and cMotion events. The time aspect of events is abstracted, and captured by the PhysicalClock context outlined in Figure 2 . Such a declaration looks similar to a class declaration, but starts by the context keyword. The time attribute can be viewed as a "field" of the context. Let us focus on the context attributes and methods for now. The comparison expressed previously on the time attribute (hVelocity.time < cMotion.time) is now expressed on the event (names) themselves: hVelocity < cMotion. This comparison is translated to an invocation of "<" in the PhysicalClock conspect. The quotes are necessary because the method name is an operator in this case. Consider the alternative context LogicalClock in Figure 2 , where class VectorClock is a standard implementation 4 of vector clocks [36] . This context can be substituted for PhysicalClock without changes to the application. While a comparison of two events on ordering is most commonly interpreted as relating to their logical or physical time of creation, any context attributes could be used for such a comparison with conspects.
Conspects may define any number of methods which can be used in guards. These methods can refer to the attributes of the context via the thiscontext keyword. When unambiguous, it can be omitted just like the standard this keyword. Context methods correspond typically to binary methods, i.e., they take a second context of same type as argument, and are used in guards in an infix notation. For example, equivalence verification of two contexts could be implemented as follows:
A guard can then simply compare two correlated events e 1 and e 2 making use of that context as follows:
Context methods are not necessarily binary methods. Additional arguments can be added after the counterpart context argument; these have to be instantiated in the guard then. Suppose we wanted to verify whether a given event occurred within a certain range of another event. We can thus define the following simple context:
A guard could then simply compare two events e 1 and e 2 making use of that context as follows:
Context methods are declared in contexts and not in the application logic to increase cohesion and decoupling of application logic from contexts. Consider the issue of consecutiveness. EventJava does not specify that the instances of an event e in a stream such as need to be "consecutive" (only subsequent) because there are different ways to define that. For instance, a receiver may be interested in sequences of consecutively received events of a given type e without intermediate reception of events of other types ("per-receiver consecutiveness"), or it may not care about interspersed events of other types ("per-receiver per-event consecutiveness"); in both cases it may be interested in events of type e issued by any sender or from a same sender ("per-sender per-receiver ... consecutiveness"). Figure 3 outlines a simple conspect which provides per-receiver per-event consecutiveness by the use of a static field nextCESeq. static spans all contexts for a given receiver. Such a counter can also be used on the sender side, and can be combined with other timestamps which define a global ordering across all event types. Now we can write to enforce the desired consecutiveness. We can automatically infer that nextCESeq is static per receiver because it is used only in the receive advice. A modifier receiver used along with static makes this more explicit. We can use a single field nextSeq for (only) per-receiver consecutiveness. To achieve per event identifiers across senders we can simply use an auxiliary class with a static field. We can change the desired definition for consec in different setups while retaining its signature.
Context methods need not define a context argument, they can also relate to a single event. Note that contexts can also define local methods which are used in context advice explained shortly.
Context Creation and Handling
As mentioned, one of the motivations for separating contexts from application code is to isolate and regroup context creation and handling operations and to avoid repetitive code. Typically, in the tornado monitoring example with hardwired physical clocks, any event creation would have to inquire the system clock through a method invocation like System.currentTimeMillis(...) and pass the obtained value for the time argument when issuing an event. This is still a relatively simple single operation, but in other cases, this instantiation can be more complex, and highly repetitive.
To isolate and regroup such code, conspects include four specific categories of event handling advice:
send is executed after a unicast event is produced but before it is sent. publish is executed after a multicast event is produced but before it is multicast. receive is executed after an event is received but before it is matched to any pattern. consume is executed after an event is matched to a pattern but before it is consumed by a reaction.
As alluded to above, these advice are always executed at a very specific moment with respect to the event handling path. The exact places of their application are outlined by pointcuts. In fact there are only two types of elementary join points, namely such (a) denoting the event types that the advice (with the respective context) applies to and those (b) optionally constraining the locus of application for the first two types of advice. For example, a join point C.e in C in the case of a publish advice means that any event multicast C.e(...) which occurs in class C or a subclass thereof will be advised by the respective advice. In the case of a receive or consume advice the advice for C.e is executed every time an event e is matched for an instance of a class C, implying that e is declared by C or a super-class thereof.
Consider the examples of Figure 2 . In both contexts, we detail publish advice that are executed upon multicasting of hVelocity and cMotion events defined in the body of the TornadoMonitorImpl5 class. The double dots ".." notation for the explicit event attributes means that the advice will not modify those. Note that this concrete syntax is distinct from the three dots used to indicate the omission of details for presentation simplicity.
The last line in the case of the physical clocks -with ReliableBroadcast(..) -means that the event with the context will be passed to the "ReliableBroadcast" protocol. These protocol invocations are transformed to calls to specific APIs, outlined shortly.
In terms of control flow, all advice types have the same semantics. Each advice is executed at a particular point of the event handling path, but it must explicitly invoke a protocol for the actual handling of that respective part in a dedicated with clause. Consider the example of physical and vector clocks. Both publish advice invoke a broadcast protocol. These protocols must be bound at runtime for the advice to work properly. An advice can choose not to invoke such a protocol but that means that the event will not be passed on. Several with clauses can appear in a same advice, which allow protocols to be switched at runtime. Table 1 presents an overview of our four advice types and their duties/the protocols they invoke along with examples. A default protocol exists for each of these phases. It is invoked as with Default(..);. This default protocol is similar to the proceed keyword used in around advice of AspectJ, except that, as mentioned, a protocol invocation in conspects is mandatory for the event to be handled further. Just like proceed, such an invocation can be both headed and followed by further statements. Since event handling is asynchronous, none of the advice however return values.
It is important to note that the send and publish advice play the role of "constructors" for contexts. They are responsible for ensuring that context attributes are initialized, though the use of initializers in attribute declarations can simplify this task. In the physical clock example, we could declare the timestamp as follows:
This initialization constraint is necessary to keep in mind when using local context methods, i.e., refactoring code in context advice into context methods. In receive or consume advice one can assume that the attributes of a context have been initialized by a preceding send or publish advice. The attribute this is implicitly defined in all advices. It refers to the object issuing the event (send or publish advice) or potentially consuming it (receive or consume). Its value is null in the former case if the event is created in a static method. Advice can also require explicit context initialization by the application as we will see in the next section. 
Social Networking Examples
We showcase conspects through three further examples, chosen from the domain of mobile social networking to demonstrate further dimensions of event contexts.
Instant Messaging Service
First, we present an Instant Messaging service, inspired by CARISMA [5] , which demonstrates how information on battery level can be used to switch unicast protocols on the fly. As presented in [5] , a common feature of a messaging service is the possibility to encrypt messages. However, message encryption is resourceintensive and can lead to undesired battery depletion. In Figure 4 , we present an Encryption context which evaluates the remaining battery level and acts accordingly. That is, depending on whether the battery level is above or below a certain threshold, messages are transmitted with or without encrypting them, respectively. We also showcase two different send advice. The first one will advise the event production in the transfer method. The second send advice requires that the application provides a value for the threshold field. It will advise the versatileSend method. The square brackets "[...]" thus convey required contextual arguments that are to be specified by the application, e.g., by calling m.talk(...)[0.5] on an instance m of Messenger.
Simple Friend Finder
The second Friend Finder application notifies friends when they are nearby. Figure 5 presents an excerpt of the application using EventJava and conspects. For simplicity, we omit the membership management, i.e., how users originally get acquainted and connected, and use a simple multicast on class SimpleFriendFinder; quite obviously a multicast will be limited to only validated contacts. Users can get notified of friends located nearby through a graphical user interface (GUI) that will trigger the goOnline() method. This method periodically (every 5000 ms) multicasts beacons containing the name of the sender with a status set to online to other nodes located within a given event range eRange. Here, the range is defined and handled by the SpaceRestriction context. As we will see in an advanced friend finder version, the range can also be defined by the user through the GUI.
The SpaceRestriction context here uses a specific multicast protocol (LPSSHybrid ), which uses the sender's location information and the restricted multicast range to physically restrict the propagation of events. We will further elaborate on this protocol in Section 8. The context also uses a specific matcher (omitted for brevity) which is rather trivial as the implemented publish/subscribe model does not usually exploit correlation. The example alludes to a single-threaded delivery model, i.e., there will be one thread per SimpleFriendFinder object handling hello events. In the receive advice an event is only passed to the matcher if it originated within the given range (eRange) of the location of the receiving device at that time. This is achieved via the inRange predicate.
Advanced Friend Finder
The outlined SimpleFriendFinder example corresponds to a location-based publish/subscribe as described by Meier and Cahill [37] . Many derived models associate a time-to-live (TTL) property with every event, or restrict location-based matches by complementing the event range eRange fixed by senders to restrict event receivers (delineating an event space around the sender) by a reception range rRange fixed by receivers to filter events based on sender location (reception space). With the sender device continuously moving, the sender location can be updated on events that have been multicast already. Figure 6 outlines a solution with conspects in EventJava which incorporates all these features. Event dissemination ranges and TTL values can be set individually for each event and reception ranges can also be changed dynamically.
The inRange predicate verifies that the receiver is within the event range in the receive advice and that the sender is in the reception space in the event guard. This receive advice also verifies that the received event is still valid before passing it to the matcher. Classes LPSSHybrid and LPSSMatcher implement APIs prescribed for implementations of protocols that are to be called from publish (as well as send) and from receive advice respectively. These APIs will be further discussed in the next section. In addition to implementing a prescribed interface, the LPSSHybrid class is responsible for monitoring the current location of a device and sending position updates. Upon reception of such updates for a given object, the class is in charge of informing the LPSSMatcher, which updates any events from the corresponding sender (identified by name) that it has previously received.
Implementation
This section outlines the salient details of our implementation of conspects. 
Weaving
We have implemented conspects as an extension to EventJava [16] which is implemented with the Polyglot extensible compiler framework [40] . The compiler generates a class for each context declaration, as a subtype of a root Context class, and generates code for the production, reification, multicast, reception, and filtering of events and the dispatching of reactions. In contrast to contexts, events are transformed to a generic representation with class Event outlined in Figure 8 as they do not involve methods. The compile time weaver inserts context arguments into event methods, and complements these by respective methods with normalized arguments (only Event) and adds advice where appropriate.
We have also implemented a prototype post-compile time weaver for conspects using the ASM 2.0 bytecode manipulation framework. We further describe and evaluate it in Section 6.3.
Runtime Framework
To provide the proposed features, the implementation of conspects is strongly intertwined with the runtime framework underlying EventJava. Figure 7 presents a high-level view of this framework as refinement from Figure 1, event multicasting, a context object is created, then the body of the associated publish advice is executed during which a generic event object is created containing the context and its arguments. This object is passed to the communication substrate which takes care of remote communication. The substrate delivers all the serialized event method invocations to the dispatcher, which determines the classes (multicast) or objects (send) on which the methods were invoked, conveying these through multicast objects in the former case. When delivering the events to the event handling objects, the bodies of the respective receive advices are executed before the events are passed to the matcher (one instance per object) where they are typically but not necessarily stored in event queues. The matcher checks stored events for completed complex events and evaluates matching events based on the condition described in the event guard. An identified match is passed to the handler after the body of the consume advice is executed. The handler triggers the reaction to the event via a given threading model. The matcher may also include a garbage collection policy, or update and replace stored events.
Dispatcher (including multicast objects) represents type-specific code generated at compilation to avoid costly calls through the Java reflection API. The substrate, matcher, and handler components are defined as an API (Substrate , Matcher, and Handler types respectively). Protocol invocations in advice correspond to subtypes of these respective API types. For example, the call to "VCCausalBroadcast" in the publish advice of Figure 2 is transformed to a call to the multicast method outlined in Figure 8 in a class called VCCausalBroadcastwhich implements the Substrate interface. The same approach is applied for matchers and handlers. For brevity, Figure 8 only outlines the Substrate and Matcher interfaces. Noteworthy in the former interface is the introduction of filters which are constructed at compilation from the predicates -one for each correlation pattern. Such a filter follows an SQL-like syntax similar to the selectors of JMS, and describes all conditions of a guard based solely on event attribute comparisons. These filters can be optionally used by a smart substrate to perform message filtering throughout the network [22] . Conversely, Matcher allows the consumer object to be connected to it as a Guardian. The latter interface allows applicationspecific guards to be invoked in a generic manner from the matcher. The code implementing this interface is generated automatically.
Fiji Virtual Machine
We ported EventJava to the Fiji VM 5 which is an ahead-of-time compiler that transforms Java bytecode into fast ANSI C code. Thus it runs on any platform that has a C compiler, threads, and locks. Supported platforms include Linux, Darwin, NetBSD, RTEMS, x86, PowerPC, and LEON. A noteworthy feature of Fiji VM is its ability to run in very restricted real-time (RT) embedded microkernels such as the RT executive for multiprocessor systems (RTEMS) [7] . RTEMS is used for hard safety-critical tasks, including ESA and NASA missions. ... }
Fig. 8. Excerpt of API for conspects in EventJava
Fiji VM supports priority-aware locking and RT priorities for threads, and takes care not to use any unpredictable operating system (OS) facilities, like OSprovided dynamic memory allocation. Additionally, Fiji VM employs a variety of techniques, detailed in [43] , for ensuring that the generated C code obeys Java semantics, and permits accurate stack maps for scanning by the garbage collector (GC). Fiji VM currently utilizes an Immix-style [4] on-the-fly concurrent RT GC.
Although the Fiji VM supports GNU classpath, the standard Java libraries are typically too big for resource constrained embedded systems. The Fiji VM thus provides Fiji Core, a smaller library, similar in scope and size to Java ME. We ported the EventJava compiler to work with Fiji Core. Additionally, since the Fiji VM is targeted at hard RT systems it does not support dynamic class loading or introspection that cannot be statically resolved using class hierarchy analysis. Since EventJava and our conspects were carefully designed not to necessitate such features, we were able to easily deploy in such a hard, resource-constrained environment.
Context Uniquess and Compatibility
As mentioned, the lazy binding of contexts bears the danger of attaching a context of a wrong type or multiple contexts to a same event; the former case can eventually lead to comparing incompatible contexts. Obviously there are tradeoffs between flexibility and safety. For instance, allowing expressive wildcard matching of events in pointcuts allows for same conspects to be applied to more scenarios, reducing the amount of repetitive code. In EventJava though, given the strong emphasis on distribution and the difficulty of debugging distributed programs, we have set the priority on safety. We thus apply the following set of checks on conspects:
-Context uniqueness:
1. For every site in class C multicasting an event e defined by type T, there is one and one only context x that defines a publish advice for T.e. 2. For every site in class C unicasting an event e defined by type T, there is one and one only context x that defines a send advice for T.e. -Context compatibility:
3. For any event T.e in a pattern of a class C , all classes C which produce (multicast or unicast) T.e instances use compatible contexts, which implement any context method m used in C . 4. For any events T 1 .e 1 ,...,T n .e n in a pattern of a class C all classes C which produce (multicast or unicast) T i .e i use a compatible context.
Uniqueness also includes existence. Compatibility is currently defined based on subtyping which is not further detailed herein for simplicity. The checks in 1. and 2. are similar to checks done for precedence in the presence of aspect extension in AspectJ and similar languages. Checks 3. and 4. represent new challenges introduced by the possibility of joining method calls. One might argue that including checks on unicast events in 3. and 4. restricts the possible communication patterns, as contexts can not vary for a same event type T.e for different sender, receiver type pairs. Our advice are however not currently parameterizable by sender type, and thus this does not represent a restriction. More relaxed models for associating contexts with events are the topic of current investigations.
Baseline Performance Evaluation
As pervasive computing is still an emerging paradigm, there is a lack of ready-touse benchmark applications, which makes it hard to use code metrics to quantify the benefits of conspects of other approaches. To demonstrate the benefits of conspects, we first demonstrate in this section the baseline performance benefits of our language approach for distributed event-based programming in general. Then we explore trade-offs associated with runtime weaving of conspects, showing that the overhead is minimal.
Impact of Decentralized Filtering
As previously mentioned, the guards in EventJava provide several advantages compared to if... statements that would be needed to perform event matching in a language without such specific support. The main advantage, as far as performance is concerned, is the fact that guards giving rise to queries can be evaluated remotely in a decentralized manner and therefore, the routing of messages conveying unwanted events can be avoided. This can dramatically improve performance in wired as well as wireless networks.
Wide area networks. In the absence of guards or explicitly expressed SQLstyle queries, all events are transmitted to all receivers and filtering is done at the receiver, i.e., the sender uses a "multisend" protocol to send events to a group of receivers. Figures 9 and 10 show the improvements in throughput and event dissemination latency when decentralized event routing and filtering is used in lieu of a multisend-like protocol. In this simple experiment, for decentralized filtering, 20 brokers (event routers) were used to connect senders to receivers. As Figure 9 shows, the latency of multisend is 4.5× that of a decentralized approach with en-route filtering even when there are only 50 receivers. The difference in throughput for the same data point is even more significant at 18.28× in favor of decentralized filtering. The latency and throughput of multisend degrade further as the number of receivers increases. Wireless networks. In wireless networks, the absence of guards or explicitly expressed SQL-style queries analagously translates to the usage of a communication substrate that must disseminate messages to all potential receivers. This is only efficient when the number of receivers per message is high, i.e., if the message query ratio is low. In other cases protocols that perform matching on the sender side or along the way are better options. In these results the total number of messages retransmissions per message query ratio is depicted for each filtering scenario. The results show that the implementation flexibility provided by guards pays off anytime when the message query is around 1 and higher. When the ratio reaches 4, guards allow to reduce the message load by a factor of 4×, and with a ratio of 25 by a factor of 23×. 
Code Generation
As explained in Section 5, we have implemented a compile time weaver for conspects as an extension to the EventJava compiler framework. One of the advantages of compile time weaving is code generation for dispatching receive advice as well as determining the multicast object for that event. In the absence of specialized programming language support, implementing both these operations in plain Java (or AspectJ, see Section 10.3) involves the use of the Java Reflection API for two operations -calling the method that corresponds to the receive advice and obtaining the multicast object (see Section 5.2) which is responsible for transmitting the event to (the matchers at) the receivers of the corresponding type. Next, we quantify the benefits of code generation by the compiler in (1) "calling" the advice that has to be executed upon reception of an event and (2) getting a handle to the multicast object from the runtime and sending the event to the object. The main benefit due to code generation in (1) is decreased response time and (2) is decreased dispatch latency. For (1), the response time for a receive advice is the time between the arrival of an event and the time when the first statement of receive advice is executed. For (2), the dispatch latency is the time between the completion of the receive advice and the time when the multicast object gets the event.
We programmatically generated event-processing programs in both EventJava with conspects and AspectJ (with reflexive calls) with several event methods and distributed these methods equally among the different classes. For example, when 1000 event methods are distributed among 10 classes, each class contains 100 event methods. We then measured the response time and dispatch latency for each generated program by executing it on a dual core Intel Xeon 3.2 GHz machine running Linux. The results are shown in Figures 12(a) (response time) and 12(b) (dispatch latency). From these figures we see that code generation significantly improves both response time (upto 5.2×) and dispatch latency (upto 4.5×). Note that we refrain from quantifying the additional benefits of code generation in the matcher, as that is not the topic of this paper. 
Load Time Weaving
Compile time weaving works well when an event-based application is engineered to be context-sensitive from the start. But, as in AspectJ, when compile time weaving is used, any change to an aspect requires the whole program to be recompiled -conspects and EventJava programs cannot evolve independently of each other. In this section, we present and evaluate a load time weaver for conspects and EventJava programs.
Principle. When EventJava programs are compiled, apart from the Java * .class files, JESS [20] files ( * .clp) are also generated. They are used by the (default) JESS rule-based engine used for event matching. Class files can be instrumented to execute advice, corresponding to publish and receive pointcuts. Additional conditions in consume pointcuts are added to the application by analyzing and modifying the * .clp files. JESS files follow a well-defined grammar making instrumentation simple.
With event correlation, compile time aspect weaving merges all predicates on context attributes and explicit attributes in the matcher component. If load time weaving is used, two matcher components are generated, one for predicates on context attributes, and another one for explicit attributes. This creates a performance overhead.
Overhead evaluation. We measure this overhead by varying different program parameters illustrated in Figure 13 . The X-axis shows the size of the event stream used in benchmarking.
1. Figure 13(a) shows the cost of adding 4 additional predicates using around consume vs. the total number of event methods in the application. Each pattern contained 4 events per correlation pattern. Figure 13 (a) shows that the overhead (decrease in throughput) is between 6.8% and 8.2%. The overhead increases slightly as the number of event methods increases -by approximately 0.2% between 50,000 event methods and 75,000 event methods and by approximately 0.5% between 75,000 event methods and 100,000 event methods. The measurements use four event methods per correlation pattern, and a stream consisting of 1 million randomly generated events. Overhead is measured every 20,000 events. 2. Figure 13 These experiments show that the overhead of using load time conspect weaving is small and scales well when various program parameters change.
Case Study -Tornado Monitor
The following case studies show how different communication protocols can yield dramatically different results in terms of efficiency depending on the context, making the case for communication protocol modularity. This case is further strengthened by the difficulty of predicting which protocol performs best in a given situation, which makes real-life testing necessary. Hardwired communication protocols make it very difficult to perform such tests. Conspects on the other hand allow to switch protocols without affecting the base program and thus allow to easily adapt to new deployment environments and allow to easily test protocols. In this section we study the case of a tornado monitoring application in different deployment environments.
Tornado Monitoring Application
We use real-world complex events derived from NOAA's WDSS-II tornado monitoring system. 6 The system consists of a distributed tornado detection algorithm (WSR-88F TVS 7 ) with several components deployed over different execution environments. Each component is tasked with processing a different set of events. The deployment architecture contains wireless field sensors over a large geographical area, each measuring atmospheric parameters like wind velocity, direction, air temperature and pressure. Wired base stations communicate with the field sensors as well as other neighboring base stations to consume and process weather-related events, thereby providing real-time tornado information. Each base station calculates several parameters like SRH, Convective Available Potential Energy (CAPE) and Energy Helicity Index (EHI). SRH is calculated by correlating streams of horizontal wind velocity and cloud motion events, CAPE by correlating streams of air parcel temperature and ambient temperature. EHI is calculated first by finding the product of the SRH and the CAPE for a region, then the product is divided by a threshold CAPE.
Communication Protocols
In our experiments, events were disseminated with three reliable multicast protocols built on top of UDP:
Reliable Broadcast: When clocks are synchronized the broadcast protocol need not deal with ordering. Events are then delivered based on physical timestamps. Vector Clock-based Causal Order Broadcast: Causal Order Broadcast (CBcast) ensures that messages (events) are delivered respecting cause-effect relations, thus preserving real-time relations essential for consistency. CBcast can be implemented with vector clocks (see Section 3). In this benchmark the use of such clocks is enabled by our event contexts. History-based Causal Order Broadcast: Here, every multicast event carries a history of the events previously delivered by its sender, and no event is delivered before its antecedents. By devising it atop Uniform Reliable Broadcast, histories can be reduced to identifiers which in practice can be pruned regularly.
Vector clock-based CBcast is preferable over History-based CBcast for small systems with high production rates. With low production rates and scarce network resources the latter might be favorable.
Experimental Setup
For evaluating the event processing throughput of our implementation, we consider 4 senders (sending the various wind speed, temperature and cloud motion events), and deploy it in two different execution environments. Each sender was executed on a Dell workstation with Intel Xeon 3.2 GHz dual core processor. We then evaluated the throughput of our application on two scenarios. First, we considered a cluster of 16 Dell workstations as receivers, each with a Xeon 3.2GHz dual-core processor and 2 GB of RAM running Linux. The cluster was divided into one sender and 16 receivers. Our intention was to measure throughput by varying the number of receivers from two to 16.
Second, we considered a cluster of 6 receivers running on GR-XC3S-1500 LEON development boards. Our goal here was to measure throughput by varying the number of receivers from two to six. We used the combination of the Fiji VM+RTEMS to create realistic embedded scenarios for resource-constrained environments, such as sensor networks. Each board's Xilinx Spartan3-1500 field programmable gate array was flashed with a LEON3 configuration running at 40 MHz with 8 MB Flash PROM and 64 MB of PC133 SDRAM. This environment is outlined in Figure 14 (a) -since the LEON boards do not have a Wifi antenna, we connected them to a wireless access point to emulate realistic scenarios in which the tornado monitoring application is deployed. Figures 14(b) and 14(c) show that the throughput of the tornado monitor application varies significantly with the choice of communication protocol. The presence of synchronized clocks yields the execution environment with strongest guarantees; throughput is consequently the highest with Reliable Broadcast. In the absence of synchronized clocks, typical in asynchronous distributed systems, CBcast has to be used to compare events. Figure 14(b) shows that the throughput of History-based CBcast is very low and degrades quickly. CBcast with vector clock contexts increases the throughput on our workstation configuration by a factor of 5× in the presence of 8 receivers and by a factor of 40× with 16 receivers. Figure 14(c) shows that the use of vector clocks increases the throughput on the LEON GR-XC3S-1500 board by a factor of 3.3× with 6 receivers.
Results

Case Study -Social Networking
We now investigate the use of conspects for switching between event dissemination strategies in four different social applications for mobile ad hoc networks.
Social Networking Applications
We evaluate the following application scenarios 8 :
-The Polling application is used at conferences by presenters to gather votes from all participants located in a room during their talk. Participants typically receive an invitation to reply to certain questions. -The Friend Finder application, which we used as example in Section 4 (i.e., the advanced version), allows people to be notified of the presence of nearby friends. We evaluate two settings of the application, the first one with 30 users (FF1) and the second one with 300 users (FF2). -The Search application is used by conference participants who want to be notified when a participant with a certain profile (e.g., name, activity, interest) comes within a certain proximity. -The Advertisement application notifies shoppers of nearby shops with special offers.
Communication Protocols
We use conspects to switch between three location-based publish/subscribe (LPSS ) protocols to match events based on their content and disseminate them to interested receivers in a defined range.
Message-centric LPSS (MC):
Events are disseminated with contexts in a defined range around the sender and the matching is performed on the receiver side. Query-centric LPSS (QC): Only queries (guard predicates) are propagated within the location criteria of receivers to allow senders to perform a preliminary matching and initiate the routing of relevant events. Hybrid LPSS (Hybrid): Both events and queries are propagated in a more restricted range around the sender and the receiver. To ensure delivery of nodes in the event-reception space intersection, this restriction should not exceed half of these spaces. Intermediary nodes perform preliminary matching and route events to receivers outside of this reduced range.
Protocols can be selected based on deployment constraints, (e.g. privacy concerns about the propagation of queries, or the incapacity of non-receivers to perform event matching) and on expected message load. Hereafter, we show how this load can vary depending on specific communication patterns (e.g., ratio between number of senders and of receivers).
Experimental Setup
We use a 500 meter-wide geographical field on which nodes evolve. The field is populated by 300 nodes which include receivers, senders and passive nodes that are running the application. Each node has WiFi capabilities with a transmission range of 40-50 meters. In order to simulate mobility we use the Random Waypoint (RWP) mobility model with walking speed (2-3 m/s). 9 We set a 5 second refresh rate, which indicates the time-span after which all persistent messages and/or all queries are re-broadcast depending on the strategy. We ran simulations with durations between 100 and 6000 seconds depending on the scenario. Parameters specific to each application are presented in Table 2 : the number of senders and the number of receivers, as well as the percentage of events matching in content and the relevant range which defines the proximity filter that sender and receiver must satisfy in order for receivers to receive events. Regarding this last parameter, two different values are evaluated, a 125 meter range and a 250 meter range.
The simulations presented hereafter were executed using the Sinalgo 10 network simulator, which is specifically designed for protocol simulations in wireless 9 RWP has been criticized [54] in the past for exhibiting a high concentration of nodes at the field center of the field and for unrealistic movement patterns. Table 2 . Scenario-specific parameters networks. Sinalgo replaces sockets to simulate nodes communicating wirelessly in an ad hoc network but runs on a standard Java VM. We ran simulations on a grid of 19 Xserve computers with 2 × 2.26 GHz quad core Intel Xeon processors, 12GB RAM, running Mac OS X Server 10.6.6. Figure 15 summarizes the results of the three communication strategies for the location-based publish/subscribe service in the context of the previously described scenarios. These comparative results show the message load generated by each strategy in percentage points compared to the Hybrid protocol at the end of the simulation. These ratios are expected to remain the same for longer simulations. Note that the delivery ratio of all simulations are comparable. Polling: Here, results show that the QC protocol is preferable. It outperforms Hybrid by a factor between 10× and 2×, which in turn outperforms the MC protocol by a factor between 3× and 4×. Hence the difference between the best and the worst strategy is a factor 50×. Search: Here, results indicate that the QC protocol outperforms the other two.
Results
Hybrid is outperformed by a factor 2.5×, which beats MC by a factor between 3× and 3.5×. Hence the difference between the best and the worst strategy is around a factor 8×. Friend Finder I: Here, the Hybrid protocol outperforms MC by a factor of 1.5× and the QC protocol by a factor of 2×. Friend Finder II: Results show that the Hybrid and the MC protocols outperform the QC protocol by a factor of 2-4×. Advertisement: Here, the MC protocol shows the best performance. The Hybrid protocol comes in second with between 3 and 4 times more messages, nevertheless it outperforms the query-centric by a factor 3.5×. Hence, the QC protocol is outperformed by the MC protocol by a factor of 10-12×.
As expected, no strategy outperforms the others in all scenarios. Each strategy is superior in a certain real-life setting. The quantification of the differences between the message loads achieved for the different scenarios enables the choice of an optimal strategy if the communication pattern is known in advance. With conspects, components can be used across applications exhibiting different patterns without any changes.
Case Study -Adaptation
In the previous section we examined three protocols for LPS implemented in EventJava. We observed that these protocols did not take into account changes in communication patterns and node distribution. For scenarios where communication patterns and node distributions change, we thus devised an adaptive protocol. This section outlines this protocol and reports on performance benefits that it enabled in the mobile social networking suite as well as in a further robotic swarm application, without any changes to the application logic thanks to conspects.
Adaptive Solution
In some scenarios, communication patterns vary strongly, making rigid solutions costly. For such scenarios, we devised Adaptive LPSS (Adaptive), an adaptive protocol parameterized by message scope and query dissemination ranges. We leveraged the conspects to decouple the protocol into two layers: the operational protocol and the decision protocol.
Parameterization. The idea of this protocol is to parameterize the scope of the message and query dissemination range. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the Adaptive protocol only chooses between three possible values for the portion of the space within which the messages or queries are disseminated, i.e., 100%, 50% and 0%. Note that if these parameters are hardcoded they can be used to emulate the previously presented strategies. For example, with 100% of the message space and 0% of the query space, the Adaptive protocol behaves exactly like the MC protocol presented in the previous section.
We use a neighborhood assessment service (NAS) which can be queried for optimal dissemination ranges in dynamic settings. The NAS evaluates the number of queries and messages in a node's vicinity as well as the dissemination ratios adopted by surrounding nodes. Based on this information and on a message dissemination policy the protocol selects optimal ranges which it parameterizes sends in advice with, ensuring that this decision is compatible across nodes.
Conflicts. As an example of incompatible strategies, imagine two nodes, n 1 and n 2 , located in the intersection of their event and reception spaces. Node n 1 chooses to emulate a MC strategy based on the surrounding message query ratio and node n 2 chooses to emulate Hybrid strategy based on the message query ratio it observes. If n 2 has a message m for n 1 it will not be able to deliver it if the distance between both nodes is bigger than the restricted message dissemination range imposed by the Hybrid strategy. There is no conflict between two nodes, i and j, located within their respective event and reception space, if a disseminated message from one node can reach a disseminated query from the other node. In other words, if we note range the proximity filter range, ∆m the message dissemination range and ∆q the query dissemination range, there is no conflict if Conflict mitigation. The information about the strategy adopted by surrounding nodes is used to mitigate potential conflicts: if a node observes a conflict with one of its dissemination ranges it increases its dissemination range so that the conflict is resolved. However a node only performs this change if its dissemination range is less than half of the proximity filter range and the increase is only allowed up to that threshold. Concretely, if a node chooses to emulate Hybrid, it will stick to its choice no matter what others do. If a node chooses a MC emulation, it will increase its query dissemination range to range 2 if it observes a nearby node with either an emulation of a Hybrid or a QC protocol. Similarly, if a node chooses to emulate QC, it will increase its message dissemination range to range 2 if it observes a nearby node with either a Hybrid or a MC emulation.
Comparison of adaptive LPSS. The Adaptive protocol comes at a price: communication due to the NAS. We evaluate the cost of this algorithm in comparison to previously introduced protocols. We first evaluate the Adaptive protocol in the context of our previous case study, except that the proximity filter is in between previous settings, 200m in this case. Furthermore, we present results with a 50% content match. We present the result of five different message query ratios, i.e, 0.04, 0.25, 1, 4, 25. in each case there is an equal amount of 50 matches. For example for a ratio of 1 there are 10 senders and 10 receivers, with the 50% content match. Figure 16 presents these results in terms of message load of the Adaptive protocol compared to the three previously presented protocol. For the sake of clarity we do not present the results of the least efficient protocol. Note that in these settings the simulations have been run sequentially for 10 minutes with one execution of the NAS for every message query ratio. That is, at the end of each 10 minute period, while the simulation was running, the message query ratio was set to another value to mimic an execution with changing pattern.
Message load
Neighborhood assessment load The results in Figure 16 show that the Adaptive protocol always ends up second in terms of efficiency. The cost of the consensus protocol represents between 25% and 47% compared to the optimal strategy. However, at simulation completion, after all scenarios, the Adaptive protocol outperforms the Hybrid protocol by a factor 1.88×, and the other protocols by a factor 3.25×. In the following subsection we consider the utilization of the Adaptive protocol in a significantly more fluid environment.
Robotic Swarms
In the wake of the Deep Water Horizon oil spill in the Golf of Mexico in 2010, MIT's Senseable City Lab created the Seaswarm project 11 . They envisioned a cheap and effective way to help with the clean up effort through swarms of autonomous skimmers.
Scenario .
In order to do so, each of their prototype 16-foot floating skimmer is equipped with an ingenious conveyor belt built with oil-absorbing nanowire fabric and powered by an on board solar panel. In order to collaborate with peers, each skimmer has access to its location through GPS, and has WiFi communication capabilities.
In a typical scenario [21, 33] , skimmers are launched from a deployment ship or directly from the beach and move towards a predefined area containing the oil slick (see Figure 17) . The robots communicate to inform each other of the exact location of the spill when it is located. The skimmers act as senders while cleaning and as receivers while they roam in search of the oil spill. This leads to highly fluctuating ratios and distributions of messages and queries, which has added to our incentive of developing the Adaptive protocol. Experimental setup. Our evaluation model can simulate the oil-cleaning robots engaged in a cleanup effort. The following parameters differ from the previous case study. Nodes representing individual robotic skimmers/s evolve on a 1000 × 3000 meter-wide geographical field. At the start of the simulation, the left half of the field is populated randomly by 300 nodes, all of which start as receivers. The simulation runs for 25 minutes. Mobility is simulated using a custom mobility model, that corresponds to a real-life deployment. Nodes receive information about the general area of the spill, then they choose a waypoint in that direction with a speed of 0.8-1 meters/second. As collision avoidance is a central aspect of swarm mobility [6] , our model includes a mechanism which keeps skimmers at a 10 meter distance. Each node has WiFi capabilities with a transmission range between 100-120 meters. Messages and queries are scoped to 300 meters around senders and receivers. We consider a 100% content match.
Results. We compare the Adaptive protocol with the three different existing LPS algorithms presented earlier, i.e., MC, QC, and Hybrid. Figure 18 presents the results of simulations. The lines on the delivery bars represent the lowest and highest values. Each bar shows the accumulated message load for a given algorithm.
The results in Figure 18 show that the Adaptive protocol outperforms the other strategies in terms of message load for a same delivery. The Adaptive protocol uses about half as many message as QC, and about a third of the messages used by MC. Also, it outperforms Hybrid by 30%. Thanks to conspects we were able to design, implement, and test this robotic swarm application with the more rudimentary protocols and switch to the independently developed Adaptive protocol without any changes to the main application.
Related Work
This section presents work closely related to conspects.
Context-Oriented Programming
Context-oriented programming (COP) [25] is a programming paradigm which enables applications to modify their behaviors according to several dynamic program parameters. COP introduces the concept of layers, which modularize behavioral variations spread over several application modules. COP encompasses two types of method definitions -plain and layered [1] . Layered methods consist in base methods with context-independent code, and partial methods contain context-dependent code. Layers can be dynamically activated by the program, potentially based on conditions in the execution environment, and can be easily composed. Base methods are executed when no layers are active, whereas partial methods are executed in the order in which layers are activated by the program. In COP side-effects generated by context-sensitive dynamically activated layers are global. Tanter [52] addresses this problem by proposing contextual values, which are values that depend on the context in which they are accessed and modified. An extension of Scheme with support for programmer-specified (explicit) contextual values is described in [52] . Context-oriented languages explore a completely different paradigm compared to our notion of contexts which is specific to explicit event-based programming. For a more detailed description of COP, please see [25] and [1] . Some COP extensions/incarnations are ContextS [24] for SmallTalk or ContextJ [2] for Java.
Event-based Programming
Many programming languages support events explicitly through asynchronous methods or similar constructs. Examples include ECO [22] , AmbientTalk [9] , and Java P S [14] , or Actor-based languages and language extensions such as Erlang [13] or Scala Actors [23] . Most languages supporting correlation, such as Polyphonic C# [3] (now integrated with Cω), JoinJava [29] , or SCHOOL [11] , and libraries such as for Erlang [44] or Scala [23] are inspired by the Join Calculus [18] . CML [47] and other languages rely on "staged" event matching where the consumption of a first event is a pre-condition for subsequent matching. All above-mentioned languages vary in subtle but important ways in their event representation (methods, objects, functions/function calls, etc.), addressing mechanism (unicast, multicast, broadcast), or other parts of their underlying models and implementations. None tackles modular expression of contexts. EventJava [16] was originally presented with rudimentary support for contexts based on libraries and design conventions, detailed in [30] .
Aspect-Oriented Programming
The popular AspectJ [32, 12] language contains a vast collection of mechanisms which can mimic certain features of conspects in EventJava. For example, by introducing naming and typing conventions, AspectJ can be used to implement event methods and to express shared method bodies (reactions). The following TornadoMonitorImpl6 class, which extends the library approach outlined in Section 2.2, illustrates this: The Event type is used here to tag event methods for pointcut matching. React does the same for reactions. Event methods only have dummy bodies which will never be executed but are needed to please the compiler. Instead, corresponding reaction methods such as hVelocity$cMotion are executed, allowing reactions to depend on combinations of arguments of several events as with specific support in EventJava. Here, the convention consists in naming reactions by concatenating the respective method names separated by $; the sequence of formal arguments is similarly achieved by concatenation. The type-directed multicast syntax (e.g., TornadoMonitorLib.cMotion(...)) could be mimicked by requesting static counterparts of all event methods to be added to a given class; however, since they are not inherited, such methods would also have to be added for any corresponding methods of the parent classes. Figure 19 outlines aspects expressing send and receive conspect advice. within pointcuts can be used to further narrow down the containing class for an event method call join point. Dynamic invocations through reflection can be used to invoke reactions like hVelocity$cMotion.
Such a library/aspect approach however loses the benefits of the compiler support which motivates specific event constructs in EventJava or related eventbased programming languages or language extensions [22, 29, 3, 14, 48, 51, 44] such as code generation for (de-)serialization, dispatching (avoiding costly dynamic invocations), and remote filters from guards (cf. Section 6.1), or for checking context uniqueness and compability. The syntax of advice in EventJava is simplified to support such checks, and further alleviates syntax with respect to AspectJ. For instance, though the ".." notation used to abstract arguments of event methods in conspects is inspired by AspectJ, the notation couldn't be used in the latter for the same purpose. The arguments need to be enumerated for the advice to be able to serialize them. The following is thus impossible: around(.., x): call(TornadoMonitorImpl6.hVelocity(.., Context)) && args(.., x) && target(Object o) { / * can't marshall arguments as they can't be referred to * / } Similarly, as outlined in Section 2.1, guards would have to be expressed as JMS-style SQL queries with strings which would remove the possibility of checking these queries. Based on these drawbacks, we believe that it is easier for a programmer developing event-based applications with a languagelike EventJava to learn and use our specialized conspects than it would be to learn and use the more general aspects of AspectJ yet revert to a library approach for queries, (de-)serialization, and dispatching thus losing the performance and safety bene-fits of EventJava. Developing EventJava as an extension to AspectJ or a similar language rather than of standard Java would have been unnatural and required the introduction of many special cases to warrant the integration of the event and aspect features.
In general, AOP is sometimes viewed itself as a form of event-based programming which is implicit, as opposed to the explicit events used herein, each of which have their advantages [45] . Event-based aspect-oriented programming (EAOP) [10] provides a generic framework for the formal definition and interaction analysis of stateful aspects, with aspect composition and inter-crosscut pattern variables. Remote interaction is unfortunately not supported. Conversely, aspects with explicit distribution (AWED) [39] support the remote monitoring of distributed applications with remote pointcuts and distributed advice.
Conclusion
Programming pervasive systems is difficult, requiring dealing with asynchrony, distribution, and heterogeneous environments. One of the central issues in such systems is to decouple participants in time and space, as well as along other dimensions. In this paper we presented domain-specific context aspects -conspects -for capturing event context in modular way. We presented their semantics and illustrated their usage through several pervasive applications. We provided a detailed evaluation for the gains in performance that protocol switching based on conspects permits in three real-world applications: a NOAA tornado monitoring application, a mobile social networking suite, and a robotic swarm application. In these applications switching of protocols -including to an adaptive communication protocol devised in parallel with one of these applications but strictly after the other two -did not incur any changes to the main application logic thanks to conspects. Based on these results we believe that conspects are an efficient mechanism for decoupling complex, distributed, pervasive systems.
